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Abstract

Aim: Cardiac tissue deformation can modify tissue resistance, membrane capacitance and ion
currents, and hence cause arrhythmogenic slow conduction. Our aim was to investigate
whether uniaxial strain causes different changes in conduction velocity (θ) when the principal
strain axis is parallel vs. perpendicular to impulse propagation.
Methods: Cardiomyocyte strands were cultured on stretchable custom microelectrode arrays
and θ was determined during steady-state pacing. Uniaxial strain (5%) with principal axis
parallel (orthodromic) or perpendicular (paradromic) to propagation was applied for 1 min
and controlled by imaging a grid of markers. The results were analysed in terms of cable
theory.
Results: Both types of strain induced immediate changes of θ upon application and release. In
material coordinates, orthodromic strain decreased θ significantly more (p<0.001) than
paradromic strain (2.2±0.5% vs 1.0±0.2% in n=8 mouse cardiomyocyte cultures, 2.3±0.4% vs
0.9±0.5% in n=4 rat cardiomyocyte cultures, respectively). The larger effect of orthodromic
strain can be explained by the increase of axial myoplasmic resistance, which is not altered by
paradromic strain. Thus, changes in tissue resistance substantially contributed to the changes
of θ during strain, in addition to other influences (e.g., stretch-activated channels). Besides
these immediate effects, the application of strain also consistently initiated a slow progressive
decrease of θ and a slow recovery of θ upon release.
Conclusion: Changes in cardiac conduction velocity caused by acute stretch do not only
depend on the magnitude of strain but also on its orientation relative to impulse propagation.
This dependence is due to different effects on tissue resistance.
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

During every cardiac cycle, the contraction of the cardiac chambers is triggered by a
propagating action potential. The velocity of action potential propagation is a very important
electrophysiological parameter. Conduction slowing is mechanistically involved in the
generation and perpetuation of potentially life-threatening re-entrant arrhythmias (for a
review, see 1). Conduction velocity is determined by numerous factors, including the function
of ion channels, the resistances of the myoplasm, the gap junctions and the extracellular
space, the capacitance of the membrane, and the microscopic cellular architecture and content
of the myocardium.1-4
While the mechanisms of normal and abnormal excitation and contraction have been
extensively studied for more than a century,1,5,6 the feedback of mechanical phenomena on the
electrical function of the myocardium has comparatively received less attention. Mechanoelectrical feedback is nevertheless an essential component of cardiac physiology and
pathophysiology because altered electrical function due to mechano-electrical feedback may
have relevant repercussions on arrhythmogenesis.
Mechano-electrical feedback is mediated by a multitude of mechanisms. Experiments in
isolated cells have shown that stretch of cardiomyocytes can modify the duration of the action
potential, depolarize the resting membrane and induce triggered activity.7 These effects are
usually attributed to stretch-activated channels generating a depolarizing current.7-11 Such
channels can be constitutively present in cardiomyocytes or be found in fibroblasts
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

electrically coupled to myocytes.9,12,13 Stretch may also modulate other ion channels, e.g.,
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inwardly rectifying K+ channels14 and voltage-gated Na+ channels,15 which will affect the
resting membrane potential and excitability.
Mechano-electrical feedback can also be mediated by changes in passive electrical
properties.10,16 Optical mapping experiments in volume-loaded Langendorff-perfused hearts
and anisotropically stretched cardiac cell cultures indicate that myocardial stretch alters the
space constant of cardiac tissue and increases membrane capacitance via incorporation of
caveolae into the cell membranes,17-19 resulting in conduction slowing.
One aspect that has scarcely been investigated in experiments is whether conduction is
affected differently if the major principal axis of stretch is oriented along the direction of
propagation or transversely. Our hypothesis was that uniaxial strain with a principal axis
oriented in the direction of propagation, which we term orthodromic strain, exerts a more
pronounced effect than when this principal axis is oriented perpendicularly (paradromic
strain) due to an increase of tissue axial resistance, because orthodromic strain increases the
dimension of cardiomyocytes along the path of propagation and decreases their cross-section.
This hypothesis is relevant for arrhythmogenesis in the diseased heart because the relationship
between the axes of strain and the direction of propagation may depend on the actual
pathological condition leading to mechanical overload (e.g., ischemia, infarction,
hypertrophy). Moreover, the spatiotemporal patterns of electrical activity and deformation
may become mismatched during disorders characterized by large conduction delays and
electro-mechanical dyssynchrony (e.g., bundle branch block).20 A quantitative understanding
of all the individual contributors to mechano-electrical feedback is also desirable to refine
computational models of the contracting heart, which are expected to play an increasing role
in personalized medicine.21-23
To address our hypothesis, we took advantage of a recently developed technology to fabricate
stretchable silicone-based microelectrode arrays (sMEAs). The arrays consist of thermally
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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polydimethylsiloxane PDMS membranes, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The intrinsic microstructure
of the gold film on PDMS (Fig. 1b) enables reversible deformation of the metallic film to tens
of percent of applied strain.27 Visual markers, also patterned within the gold film, allow for
precise quantification of orthodromic and paradromic strains (see Materials and methods).
Patterned strands of cardiomyocytes were grown over rows of 6 recording electrodes and
paced at their extremity using stimulation dipole pairs (Fig. 2a-b). The sMEAs were
interfaced with amplifiers and mounted in a setup consisting of four linear motorized stages
enabling independent stretch, with principal axis oriented parallel or perpendicular to the axis
of the cell strands (Fig. 2c). Strain was monitored and adjusted in real time by imaging the
markers (Fig. 2d). Using this in vitro electromechanical system, we monitored simultaneously
the applied strain and action potential propagation. In parallel, we developed a mathematical
framework based on cable theory to predict and interpret the effects of these two types of
strain (see Materials and methods). According to this framework, the relative change of
conduction velocity (θ) may be interpreted in terms of the different effects of strain on
myoplasmic resistance and depends on the relative contribution of myoplasmic resistance to
total axial resistance.
In the cultured strands, we show that conduction is slowed immediately upon the application
of both types of strain, but the extent of this conduction slowing is larger for orthodromic
strain than for paradromic strain, as predicted by our theoretical analysis. Furthermore, when
the cell strands are held stretched at constant strain, θ further decreases and does not recover
entirely upon strain release. This indicates that besides immediate effects, sustained stretch
also causes long-term phenomena that affect the electrical behaviour of cardiac tissue.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Results

In cultured cardiomyocyte strands, stretch and release induce an immediate and a
progressive change of conduction velocity

Fig. 3a illustrates typical extracellular electrograms as recorded with each of the six recording
microelectrodes on a beat-to-beat basis during continuous pacing in a strand of foetal murine
cardiomyocytes in the undeformed state (left panel) and 4 seconds later (middle panel),
immediately after the application of 10% orthodromic strain. Due to the high input impedance
of the amplifiers, the strain and the subsequent increase of the resistance of the sMEA leads
did not affect signal amplitude. As illustrated by the activation profiles (right panel),
propagation was uniform at a θ of 27.73 cm/s in the undeformed strand and 26.26 cm/s upon
the application of 10% orthodromic strain, corresponding to a relative decrease by 5.3%.
To evaluate the time-dependence of the effects of strain on θ, cell strands were paced
continuously, and 5% orthodromic strain was applied for predefined durations (Fig. 3b). In
the example shown in the left panel, the preparation was stretched 3 times for 10 s every 2
minutes. Stretch caused an immediate decrease of θ, which, according to theory (see Materials
and methods), can be attributed to the immediate increase of axial resistance. However, upon
release, θ recovered only slowly and incompletely to the baseline level. When the preparation
was stretched for 1 min (middle panel), stretch and release caused similar immediate changes.
However, interestingly, θ progressively decreased during stretch and progressively (but
incompletely) recovered after release. The right panel shows the behaviour of θ in a
preparation that was stretched for 5 min. θ was steadily decreasing, even at the end of the 5min period. Recovery was slow and incomplete, even 5 min after release.
These immediate changes and slow trends of θ were observed consistently in all experiments
(n = 8 foetal murine and 4 neonatal rat cardiomyocyte strands), indicating that stretch and
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

release not only cause immediate acute changes of θ, but also cause progressive
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electrophysiological changes over time scales of minutes. At such strain level (≤10%), the
silicone mechanical behaviour is purely elastic and the observed slow drifts in θ were
therefore caused by biological adaptive mechanisms.
To be able to analyse the immediate effect of the two types of uniaxial strain as well as the
long lasting progressive effect while minimizing the residual change of θ resulting from long
stretches, we next limited the periods of stretch to 1 min, and the preparations were pre-paced
for 2 min before stretch.

The immediate change of conduction velocity upon stretch and release increases with
strain amplitude and depends on the orientation of the principal strain axis

Figure 3c illustrates the behaviour of θ (in the material reference frame) in a cultured strand
upon application and release of orthodromic and paradromic uniaxial strain of 5%, 8% and
10%. The immediate decrease of θ upon stretch and its immediate increase upon release are
visible at t=0 and 60 sec, respectively. Because the linear stages were operating at a finite
velocity of 3 mm/s, complete stretch and release were not instantaneous but took a few
seconds (approx. 1.3 s for 5% and 2.5 s for 10% strain), corresponding, in this experiment, to
3-6 pacing cycles of 400 ms. The rapid change of θ during mechanical deformation is
illustrated in Fig. 3c insets. The timescale of the immediate changes of θ (seconds) was
considerably shorter than that of the progressive changes (minutes). Therefore, to quantify the
immediate effects of stretch and release, exponential fits (dark red curves in Figure 3c) were
applied to θ before, during and after stretch and the change of θ was measured from the
difference between the exponential functions at the midpoints of stretch and release,
respectively (green arrows). The change in θ increased with the magnitude of strain, and was
larger for orthodromic than for paradromic strain for all three magnitudes.
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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cell size, the tissue was isotropic at a macroscopic scale (Fig. 2b). For isotropic tissue,
theoretical analysis (see Materials and methods) predicts that for small strains, the relative
change of θ is proportional to strain (ε) with proportionality constants Northo and Npara given by

and

where

,

and

are the velocities measured in material coordinates during

orthodromic and paradromic strain of magnitude ε, respectively, and

is the reference θ in the

unstretched preparation. K is a constant that accounts for all effects of stretch on ion
channels,7-11, 13 membrane capacitance17-19 and gap junctional coupling, and fmyo represents the
relative contribution of myoplasmic resistance to total axial resistance (0<fmyo<1). The term
fmyo is absent in the equation for Npara because assuming tissue incompressibility, myoplasmic
resistance does not vary during paradromic strain (cell length and cross section remain the
same). To analyse the measured changes of θ in terms of these theoretical predictions, we
therefore examined the relative change of θ vs. strain amplitude ε. Illustrative data for one
preparation are presented in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4a shows θ normalized by

at stretch (left panels) and release (right panels) for

orthodromic and paradromic strain (top and bottom panels, respectively). The normalization θ
( ) was defined as θ immediately before stretch and immediately after release, respectively.
Figure 4a shows that the relative change of θ increased in parallel with increasing strain
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

magnitude and that this relative change was larger for orthodromic than for paradromic strain.
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In Figure 4b, the relative changes of θ were normalized by ε and represented vs. ε. In this
experiment, the relative change of θ was proportional to strain up to 10% without any
manifest nonlinearity. The proportionality constants, Northo and Npara were estimated by linear
fits to the data. In this example, for stretch, Northo and Npara amounted to –0.52 and –0.27 and
for release, to –0.40 and –0.14, respectively. These negative values indicate that θ decreased
with increasing applied deformation. The contribution of myoplasmic resistance to total axial
resistance (fmyo) was calculated by subtracting Northo from Npara and found to be similar for
stretch and release (0.25 and 0.27, respectively).
Next, we analysed the change in conduction velocity in the spatial reference frame (Fig. 4c).
The comparison between material and spatial frames is important, because in the material
frame, θ is the velocity that is measured relative to the electrodes (which move with the
preparation), while in the spatial frame θ represents propagation velocity in the coordinate
system of an outside observer, as it would be measured using optical mapping. Different
experimental techniques are then linked to different frames. Fig. 4c shows that in the spatial
reference frame, stretch paradoxically accelerated conduction in the direction parallel to the
principal stretch axis while slowing it in the perpendicular direction.

Orthodromic vs. paradromic strain and the contribution of myoplasmic resistance

In the next series of experiments, we stretched n=8 strands of foetal mouse cardiomyocytes
and n=4 strands of neonatal rat cardiomyocytes to maximum 5% applied orthodromic and
paradromic strain. Fig. 5a reports on the proportionality factors Northo and Npara for both
species and types of applied uniaxial strain, for stretch and for release 1 min later. For both
species and for both stretch and release, the effect of orthodromic strain was always 2-3 times
larger than the effect of paradromic strain. For both mouse and rat cardiomyocyte cultures,
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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comparisons (p<0.001, two-tailed paired Student’s t-tests). For both species, there was no
difference in Northo and Npara between stretch and release (p>0.05 for all 4 comparisons, twotailed paired Student’s t-tests). There was also no significant difference between preparations
from mouse and rat cardiomyocytes (p>0.05 for all 4 comparisons, two-tailed unpaired
Student’s t-tests).
Figure 5b shows the difference between Npara and Northo as an estimate of fmyo, the relative
contribution of myoplasmic resistance to total axial resistance. There was no statistically
significant difference (p>0.05 for all comparisons) between stretch and release (paired twotailed Student t-tests, 2 comparisons) and between species (unpaired two-tailed Student t-tests,
2 comparisons). The average values of fmyo were in the range 0.25-0.27. Based on our theory,
these results suggest that the myoplasm and gap junctions contribute about 1/4 and 3/4 to the
axial resistance, respectively. These results also indicate that fmyo is not changed after 1 min of
stretch.

Stretch and release always initiate a slow progressive change of propagation velocity in
addition to the immediate effect

We observed that stretch typically initiated a progressive decrease of θ whereas conduction
progressively accelerated after release over a timescale of minutes (Figure 3, b and c). To
assess how these decelerating/accelerating trends were superimposed on the immediate
change of θ, we examined the difference between the slopes of the exponential fits of θ
(examples in Figure 3c) at the time of stretch and release. This subtraction compensated for
the fact that θ had in some experiments not yet reached a perfect steady state before stretch, as
it was still recovering from a previous one or still slowly accommodating to continuous
pacing. These slope differences, normalized to reference , are reported in Figure 6 for all
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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as in Figure 5). At the onset of deformation, all values were negative irrespective of the type
of strain and species, indicating that stretch initiated a progressive slowing of conduction in
the range of a few percent per minute in all experiments. Conversely, at the time of release, all
values were positive for both types of strain and both species. For both types of strain, the
slope differences were significantly different from 0 (p<0.05, two-tailed one-sample Student’s
t-test) in murine preparations at both the time of stretch and release (4 comparisons), and in
rat preparations at the time of stretch (2 comparisons). In rat preparations at the time of
release, the difference from 0 was not significant (p>0.05, 2 comparisons). This analysis
confirms that in addition to immediate θ changes, sustained stretch causes a slow progressive
slowing of conduction, whereas release from sustained stretch causes a progressive recovery.

Discussion

The effects of a deformation of cardiac tissue on its bioelectrical properties are multifaceted
and complex. Understanding these effects and their different biophysical mechanisms requires
a sound theoretical background and adequate experimental approaches in which predefined
strains can be reliably applied and controlled while accurately monitoring impulse
propagation. In this work we report on the successful use of stretchable microelectrode arrays
to stimulate cardiac cell cultures and to record their electrical activity while accurately
controlling the applied strain. Compared to alternative sMEA systems,24,28,29 the precise
control of the applied strain, independently controlled on the x and y axes, and its planar
configuration are an asset. The combination of this technology with methods permitting to
pattern the growth of cardiomyocyte cultures and thus to predetermine the direction of
propagation provided an ideal setting that allowed us to address the question whether uniaxial

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

strain with a principal axis oriented along the direction of propagation exerts a different effect
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from strain with a principal axis oriented in the transverse direction.
We found that uniaxial strain of our cardiac cell cultures induces a two-stage effect on θ: an
immediate effect, which was larger for orthodromic than for paradromic strain and which can
be interpreted in terms of the different effects of strain on myoplasmic resistance, and a slow
effect that progressively increased during sustained strain and progressively dissipated after
release.

The immediate effect of orthodromic vs. paradromic strain

Axial tissue resistance is a primary determinant of θ.2,30,31 Therefore, it appears logical that
strain with a principal axis oriented in the direction of propagation and strain with a principal
axis oriented in the perpendicular direction should exert different effects on conduction, since
tissue resistance, notably myoplasmic resistance in monolayer cardiomyocyte cultures,
directly depends on the shape of the deformed cells forming the tissue.
In material coordinates, under our experimental conditions, both orthodromic and paradromic
strain caused conduction slowing that was proportional to strains up to 10%, a level that lies
within the range reported during the cardiac contraction cycle.32 However, the effect of
orthodromic strain was about 2-3 times larger than that of paradromic strain. Thus, compared
to paradromic strain, orthodromic strain caused an additional slowing. This significant
additional slowing reveals the orientation-dependent effect of strain on myoplasmic
resistance. If axial resistance changed only negligibly during strain and exerted only minimal
effects compared to other factors influencing conduction (e.g., rapidly responding stretchactivated currents, rapid changes of membrane capacitance, modulation of ion channel
function), one would expect, due to the isotropy of the cultured strands, that θ would change
by the same amount during both orthodromic and paradromic strain. This was not the case in
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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θ during strain. Conversely, if changes of θ were exclusively due to changes in myoplasmic
resistance, then paradromic strain would be expected not to change θ. This was also not the
case in our experiments, indicating that other factors were also involved in the observed
changes of θ.
As formalized by our theory, paradromic strain reveals effects that are not accounted by
changes in myoplasmic resistance, while orthodromic strain reveals, in addition, the specific
effects of myoplasmic resistance. In our experimental setting, our results suggest that during
orthodromic strain, about 50-65% of the decrease of θ was due to an increase of myoplasmic
resistance, while 35-50% was due to other effects. Thus, the contribution of changes in
myoplasmic resistance was as important as that of other mechano-electrical feedback
mechanisms. While we did not investigate these other mechanisms in specific experiments, a
likely candidate is the activation of stretch-activated channels, causing resting membrane
depolarization and thus partial inactivation of Na+ channels.13
According to theory, from the difference between the proportionality constants relating strain
to the normalized change of θ, it is possible to estimate fmyo, the relative contribution of
myoplasmic resistance to total axial resistance. In our experiments, we found values in the
range of 25% for cultures of both mouse and rat ventricular myocytes. In intact myocardium,
the different components of axial resistance are typically quantified using impedance
spectrometry.30,33 Based on the data of Dhillon et al.,30 fmyo is approximately 25% in the left
ventricle, 43% in the left atrium and 50% in the right atrium of the guinea pig. Our estimated
value lies in the same range, although a direct comparison is not possible because the
previously published measurements were done in the intact myocardium of a different
species. However, our estimation is somewhat inferior to what is assumed based on combined
experimental and computer simulation studies (about 50%34-36).

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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negligible in this study) is a significant contributor of total axial resistance. Our theoretical
framework can, if needed, easily be extended to account for the contribution of extracellular
resistance and its dependence on strain. Assuming that extracellular resistance depends on
strain in the same manner as intracellular resistance, the difference Npara–Northo would then
correspond to the relative contribution of lumped myoplasmic and extracellular resistance to
total resistance. Thus, by generalization, Npara–Northo represents the ratio of non-junctional to
total tissue resistance. However, in intact cardiac tissue, the extracellular space is irregular
and tortuous and its resistance will ultimately be determined by complex patterns of electric
current flow lines. The dependence of the extracellular resistance on strain may then be
different from that of the intracellular resistance. A detailed analysis of these dependencies in
geometrically irregular media was beyond the scope of our study.
Nevertheless, our study suggests that precise measurements of θ in different directions
combined with accurate measurements of strain may represent an adequate tool to quantify
the individual components of tissue axial resistance and how these components are altered
under pathological conditions. For example, under conditions of reduced gap junctional
coupling encountered e.g., during heart failure or upon ischemia,37 it is expected that the
difference between the response of θ to orthodromic vs. paradromic strain will be smaller,
because fmyo will be closer to 0. In this context, additional independent data would be needed
to interpret and discriminate changes of θ due to changes in myoplasmic resistance from
changes due to altered junctional resistance. In our theoretical analysis, we considered that
gap junctional resistance does not depend on strain, which represents a simplification. Such
additional data could be obtained in the future from experiments with strands of connexin 43
deficient myocytes,38 in which the contribution of myoplasmic resistance is negligible
compared to junctional resistance (fmyo<<1). Although the dependence of membrane

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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permit to study in more detail the dependence of gap junctional coupling on strain.
In intact myocardium, an additional level of complexity will arise due to the anisotropy of its
conductive properties. These properties can mathematically be described by a conductivity
tensor with three principal axes, one oriented along the fibre direction, the second
perpendicular to it but oriented along sheets of myocytes, and the third oriented normal to the
myocyte sheets.39 In anisotropic tissue, longitudinal and transverse conduction velocities are
not the same and must be treated separately. The effect of strain will thus depend on the
relative three-dimensional orientation of the principal axes of this conductivity tensor, of the
principal axes of the stretch tensor, and of the vector characterizing action potential
propagation. Our theory is based on a linearization of the behaviour of θ near the reference
undeformed state. It can, if needed, be extended to account for arbitrary conductivity tensors,
deformations, and directions of propagation using appropriate tensor calculus.10,39 An
interesting possibility would be to represent conduction itself (or conduction velocity) as a
tensor. A generalized theoretical analysis should then aim at relating strain, tissue
conductivity and conduction tensors. In the present work, we did not endeavour such an
analysis and preferred to focus on two very particular uniaxial strains with principal axis
parallel or perpendicular to the direction of propagation, and, for the ease of reading, we
called these strains “orthodromic” and “paradromic”.
It must also be mentioned that in three dimensions, true uniaxial strain of the myocardium
cannot be obtained because cells are incompressible. The product of the three principal
stretches (eigenvalues λ of the stretch tensor) must always equal 1. This was taken into
account in our theory by considering that the preparation is stretched by a factor 1/λ (i.e.,
compressed by a factor λ) in the direction normal to the cell culture. Hence, myoplasmic
resistance is unchanged if length is unchanged because cross-section is also unchanged. Thus,
our mathematical framework remains valid by extending the notion of orthodromic strain to
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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associated to the largest λ, and by extending the notion of paradromic strain to the situation
where the direction of propagation coincides with a principal stretch axis associated with an
eigenvalue λ=1. Our framework can therefore be generalized and applied, e.g., to analyse and
interpret the data obtained using new experimental techniques permitting the simultaneous
optical mapping of both excitation and deformation of the whole heart.40
The relationship between strain and θ has been previously examined in a number of
experimental studies, as reviewed by McNary et al.10 Some studies report that conduction is
accelerated upon strain, some report conduction slowing, while further studies report an initial
increase of θ followed by a decrease at larger strains. These discrepancies may be due to the
different preparations used, the different experimental conditions and the different levels of
strain. These differences may lead to variable contributions of the factors modulating θ.
However, it is important to realize that the behaviour of θ depends on the coordinate system
chosen to quantify θ (material vs. spatial coordinates). This choice is often inherent to the
experimental technique used and depends on the settings of a particular study. Our results
show that conduction can be slowed in material coordinates, while accelerated in spatial
coordinates. Our findings are in agreement with those of Grand et al.,13 who assessed θ using
optical mapping of cardiomyocyte strands during orthodromic (but not uniaxial) strain and
showed that depending on the coordinates used, conduction can appear to be either slowed or
accelerated.

The progressive effect of strain on conduction

In addition to the rapid response of θ to stretch and release, we consistently observed that on a
time scale of minutes, θ progressively decreases during sustained stretch and progressively
recovers upon release. By permitting long-term measurements on a beat-to-beat basis, the use
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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long-term measurements are not possible using optical mapping with voltage-sensitive
fluorescent dyes because the latter induce cumulative photodynamic damage to the
preparations. The presence of these slow drifts of θ indicates that it is desirable to control and
report the duration of the applied deformation in any experiments aiming at the study of the
strain-velocity relationship.
Over several minutes, the slow decrease of θ during strain can become substantial and reach a
similar magnitude as that of the immediate effect (Figure 3b). In an optical mapping study,
Pfeiffer et al.19 investigated the change of θ consecutive to 1 min. of pressure overload in
Langendorff-perfused murine hearts and 5 min. of anisotropic biaxial strain (14%/3.6%) in
murine ventricular cell cultures. In the latter, they observed a decrease of θ by 26% in spatial
coordinates, translating to approx. 40% decrease in material coordinates, which is
considerably larger than what we observed. This difference can be explained by the larger
strain used (14% vs. 5% in our study) and by the combination of both orthodromic and
paradromic strain, which would exert additive effects. Also, after a period of 5 min., it is
possible that the large decrease of θ resulted from the summation of the immediate and
progressive effects of strain. Importantly, Pfeiffer et al. also showed that the decrease of θ is
blunted in caveolin-3 knockout murine preparations and that in wild-type myocardium, stretch
causes a fusion of caveolae with the plasma membrane that increases membrane capacitance.
These results indicate an important long-term role of membrane capacitance in mechanoelectrical feedback. The incorporation of caveolae into the membrane is an active biological
process that certainly occurs over time scales that are longer than the biophysical effect of
strain on tissue resistance and ion channel gating. It is therefore quite plausible that the slow
changes of θ that we observed were due to changes of membrane capacitance due to caveolae
trafficking.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

It is known that long periods of myocardial stretch cause a profound remodelling of
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morphological and electrophysiological properties.41-44 In cardiomyocyte cultures, Zhuang et
al.41 showed that the expression of connexin 43 and θ are increased after 1 hour of static
stretch. In contrast, in the canine ventricle in vivo, Hussain et al.44 showed that 6 hours of
sustained stretch decreases transverse θ and remodels the distribution of gap junctions. A
progressive increase of gap junctional coupling as reported by Zhuang et al. is unlikely to
have contributed to the slow changes of θ that we observed, because our experiments were
executed over a much shorter period and because an increase of gap junctional coupling
would, in fact, have accelerated conduction and increased fmyo at release, which we did not
observe.
To elucidate all possible mechano-electrical feedback mechanisms in detail during
orthodromic and paradromic strain would require dedicated experiments, e.g., with blockers
of stretch-activated channels, agents that interfere with the recruitment of caveolae, or
modulators of gap junctions. These experiments were beyond the scope of our work.

Implications for arrhythmogenesis in clinical settings

Slow conduction, in conjunction with conduction block and triggered activity, is
mechanistically involved in the generation of re-entrant arrhythmias.1 Conduction velocity
reflects the capacity of depolarized tissue at the wavefront to activate resting tissue
downstream. Any intervention that decreases tissue resistance will therefore impact on this
capacity. Our results indicate that tissue resistance is an important component that modulates
conduction during stretch.
The relative changes of θ that we report are in the range of a few percent and thus, in the
healthy heart with a homogeneous tissue structure, these changes are unlikely to play any
major arrhythmogenic role. However, the situation is different in the diseased heart, in which
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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fibrosis consecutive to ischemia, hypertrophy and ageing. Such tissue is characterized by a
discontinuous substrate45-47 with tissue expansions and branching giving rise to irregular
conduction patterns. Under these conditions, the effect of variations of tissue resistance on θ
will be amplified and these variations may modulate the propensity to conduction block. In
computer simulations, Fast and Kléber48 have shown that at tissue expansions, the propensity
to conduction block is decreased if tissue resistance is increased in the axis of the expansion
but unchanged when transverse tissue resistance is increased. Thus, in diseased cardiac
muscle, orthodromic vs. paradromic strain may not only exert different effects on θ but also
affect the risk of block in different manners. Thus, these two forms of strain may have
different arrhythmogenic consequences.
It is however not straightforward to anticipate to which type of strain (or combination thereof)
distinct regions of the beating heart will be subjected during acute overload. Due to their
cylindrical anatomical structure, Purkinje fibres and papillary muscles will typically undergo
orthodromic strain. Paradromic strain could be encountered, e.g., when a region with delayed
activation (e.g., in an infarct scar) is stretched from the side by an already contracting region
that was activated earlier. During fibrillation, re-entrant spiral waves continuously change
direction and re-excite the myocardium, which results in complex spatiotemporal patterns of
heterogeneous strain determining the onset and dynamics of the arrhythmia.49,50 During
fibrillation, a patchwork of orthodromic vs. paradromic strain is expected to occur, and their
different effects may further influence the stability and the perpetuation of the arrhythmia.
It is expected that multiphysics bioelectrical-biomechanical computer models of the
contracting heart tailored to individual patients will play an important role in personalized
medicine.21-23 Based on our findings, we advocate that modern models should always
incorporate the effect of deformation on tissue resistance. Doing so may lead to more accurate
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model predictions, and the computational burden is negligible in comparison to the burden of
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the bidomain and biomechanics calculations.

Conclusion

We have developed a unique experimental system to accurately measure the changes in
cardiac conduction induced by controlled strain. Our findings are important for a
comprehensive understanding of mechano-electrical feedback. It is hoped that further
developments in materials science will lead to the development of even more versatile
devices, which would definitely permit to obtain deeper insights into the interaction between
bioelectrical and biomechanical phenomena in vitro and in vivo.

Materials and methods

Ethical approval

Animals were handled in accordance with the ethical principles and guidelines of the Swiss
Academy of Medical Sciences. The procuration of animals, the husbandry and the
experiments conformed to the European Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals
used for Experimental and other Scientific Purposes. The protocols were reviewed and
authorized by the Commission of Animal Experimentation of the Cantonal Veterinary Office
of the Canton of Bern, Switzerland (authorization number BE129/16).
The submitted material is conform with Good Publishing Practice in Physiology.51
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Design and fabrication of stretchable microelectrode arrays (sMEAs)

Four-inch silicon wafers were first activated by oxygen plasma and spin-coated (1500 rpm for
1 min) with a water-soluble layer of poly(4-styrenesulfonic acid) (PSS; 18 wt. % in H2O;
Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland), which was dried on a hot plate for 5 min at 160 °C.
Then, a ~0.5 mm thick polydimethylsiloxane layer (PDMS, Sylgard® 184, 10/1 (wt/wt)
base/curing agent, Dow Corning) was spin-coated on the wafers (100 rpm for 1 min) and
cured for ≥2 h at 75-80 °C. Subsequently, a 5 nm thick layer of chromium and a 45 nm thick
layer of gold were successively thermally evaporated on the PDMS surface through a 50 μm
thick polyimide stencil mask (Laser Micromachining Ltd, St. Asaph, UK). The mask also
incorporated markers (discs of 100 μm diameter) arranged in a square lattice (Fig. 1a) to
quantify the effective applied strain (see below). The thin gold film on PDMS is characterized
by interconnected regions separated by microscopic cracks and clefts (Figure 1b). As shown
previously,27 due to the widening of these clefts without overall rupture of the metallic layer,
the film remained conductive when stretched by up to 20% uniaxial strain. The resistance of
the leads was in the kΩ range and increased 2-4 fold upon a uniaxial stretch of 20%, in
agreement with previous observations.27
The array interconnects were encapsulated with a 10-15 µm thick PDMS layer in the 2x2 cm
central region of the array.25 To process the encapsulation layer, diluted PSS (9 wt. % in
deionised H2O) was spin-coated (1500 rpm for 1min) on a 1-2 mm thick support layer of
PDMS after oxygen plasma surface activation. The water soluble release layer was dried at
room temperature for 1 hour. The PDMS encapsulation layer was then spin-coated (5000 rpm
for 1 min) and cured. Electrode contacts were first opened by perforation (330 or 1450 µm in
diameter) through the thin PDMS layer. The perforated encapsulation layer was then aligned
and bonded on the microelectrode array after activation with oxygen plasma. Next, the
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encapsulated sMEA was immersed in deionised water at 36 °C, which led to the spontaneous
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release of the array from the silicon carrier wafer after a few hours.
To allow for stretch with principal axes oriented parallel to the axes of the sMEAs, the latter
were designed with a biaxial symmetric shape (Figure 1a and 1c). Holes (3 mm diameter)
were punched at sites corresponding to screws holding printed circuit boards interfacing the
sMEA electrically and mechanically with the stretching system (Figure 1c). The smooth
curved shape of the sMEA edge between the connecting pads was designed to minimize strain
heterogeneity in the sMEA centre,52 to prevent excessive stretching of the gold leads in the
off-centre region, and to account for the propensity of the PDMS layer to tear at sharp
concave angles.
The sMEAs incorporated 2 rows of 6 recording electrodes spaced 1 mm from each other.
These electrodes consisted of the rounded tip of the gold leads (diameter 200 μm) exposed
through the 330 µm diameter holes perforated in the encapsulation layer. At both ends of each
row, stimulation dipoles were patterned as pairs of 1.6 mm half-discs (exposed through the
1450 μm holes). Contact pads for the recording microelectrodes and stimulation dipoles were
distributed along four edges of the array.
To form a culture chamber, a hollow PDMS cylinder (inner diameter: 17.5 mm; outer
diameter: 22 mm; height: 15 mm) was affixed using Vaseline on the centre of the sMEA.
During stretch, the Vaseline permitted the cylinder to slide freely on the sMEA without
interfering with its deformation while preventing any leak of medium. The sliding did not
affect the resistance of the sMEA leads.

Patterned cardiac cell cultures on sMEAs

Foetal murine cardiomyocyte cultures were prepared according to previously published
procedures.53 Briefly, ventricles of wild-type C57BL6/J mice were obtained from a total of 31
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

foetuses at postcoital day 19, minced, and digested enzymatically. After preplating for 2 h to
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minimize myofibroblast content, the cells were seeded at a density of 3.5·10 5/cm2 on the
sMEAs sterilized with ultraviolet light. Cultures of neonatal rat ventricular myocytes were
prepared in a similar manner from ventricles obtained from a total of 10 one-day old Wistar
rats, as previously described,13 and seeded at a density of 2·105/cm2. Unless specified
otherwise, data are presented for foetal murine cardiomyocyte cultures.
Tissue patterns with a predefined geometry corresponding to the sMEA electrode layout
(Figure 2a and 2b) were prepared using a lift-off technique. First, a laser-machined 50 μm
thick polyimide mask was aligned and placed on the sMEA. The sMEA was then
preconditioned with type I collagen (Sigma-Aldrich Buchs, Switzerland) to permit the
attachment of the cells on the exposed and sterilized surface of the sMEA. One day after
seeding, the mask and the cells that had attached on top of it were then removed, leaving the
designed tissue pattern (Figure 2a and 2b). The pattern consisted of 2 strands (width: 600 µm;
length: 0.9 cm) passing over the 2 rows of 6 extracellular electrodes. At each strand extremity,
the strands merged into wider disc-shaped structures covering the corresponding stimulation
dipoles. This pattern thus channelled impulse propagation along the direction of the strands.
The cultures were incubated with M199 medium with Hanks’ salts (Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs,
Switzerland) supplemented with streptomycin (20 mg/L, Oxoid, Pratteln, Switzerland) and
penicillin (20000 U/L, Oxoid, Pratteln, Switzerland). Bromodeoxyuridine (100 µmol/L,
Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland) was also added to inhibit myofibroblast proliferation.

Stretching system, imaging, measurement and control of strain

The sMEAs were mounted on a custom-made stretching system consisting of 4 linear
motorized stages (MTS25-Z8, Thorlabs, Newton, New Jersey) arranged in a symmetric
manner on which printed circuit boards (PCB) destined to hold the sMEA were tightly fixed
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

(Figure 2c). Each sMEA edge was clamped onto one of these PCBs using a second PCB
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incorporating connecting pads, aligned on the sMEA and held using two screws (Figure 2c).
The edges of the PCBs were filed to avoid damage to the sMEA leads. To avoid any sliding at
the sMEA-PCB interface, the bottom PCBs were covered with sandpaper. To optimize
electrical contact between the sMEA and the PCB leads, a small amount of conductive paste
(EPO-TEK H27D, Epoxy Technology, Billerica, MA, USA) was applied on the connecting
pads. Using the motorized stages, the sMEA was centred on the system in a reference
unstretched configuration.
To deform the sMEA with principal strains oriented along the axes of the system, opposite
linear stages were operated identically and synchronously. To measure and monitor strain, the
sMEA were illuminated from above using a LED array and imaged from below using a digital
camera (B910 HD Webcam, Logitech, Lausanne, Switzerland) operating in the zoom mode at
640x480 pixels. This approach permitted to image the fiducial markers on the sMEA without
any distortion due to refraction at the air-medium interface. To compensate the lens distortion
of the camera, a fixed grid of points (1 mm pitch) was first imaged and used as calibration in a
warping procedure which was applied to all subsequent images. Strain was quantified by
analysing an image of the deformed sMEA relative to the reference image of the undeformed
sMEA. The centroid coordinates (in pixels) of the fiducial markers were identified using a
custom program written in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA), and the
following affine map was then fitted on the two sets of coordinates:

,

(Eq. 1)

where (Xi, Yi) and (xi, yi) are the coordinates of the ith marker in the reference and deformed
configuration, respectively, (tx, ty) is a translation vector dependent on the arbitrary choice of
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the origin, and the matrix given by Fxx, Fxy, Fyx and Fyy represents the deformation gradient
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tensor F. A polar decomposition was then performed on F as F=RU, where R is a rotation
matrix and U is the symmetric right stretch tensor. The rotation component was usually <2
degrees. Principal strains and confidence intervals, as well as and their orthogonal axes were
then obtained from the eigenvalues (λx and λy) and the corresponding eigenvectors of U. The
deviation of the stretch axes from the axes of the sMEA (the x-axis being defined by the
cultured strands) was negligible (< 1 degree). The corresponding strains were then determined
as εx=1–λx and εy=1–λy (engineering strain) and expressed in percent. Using this approach, ε x
and εy could be determined with an absolute precision (95% confidence interval) in the range
of 0.2%.
The linear affine map used above presupposes that the deformation and thus F is
homogeneous over the entire region delimited by the markers. To ascertain whether the
deformation was heterogeneous, xi, and yi were also fitted with quadratic functions of Xi, and
Yi, and Akaike’s information criterion was used to identify the fitting model with the highest
likelihood.54 In the vast majority of experiments (>99%), no additional information was
gained using the quadratic fit while the root mean square residual error (typically ~0.25
pixels) did not decrease significantly, indicating that within measurement error, the strain was
homogeneous in the central part of the sMEAs.
Due to the Poisson effect, stretching the sMEA along a given axis resulted in stricture along
the perpendicular axis in the centre of the sMEA. Therefore, to obtain uniaxial strain with a
principal axis oriented in the direction of impulse propagation (orthodromic strain) or
perpendicular to it (paradromic strain), the Poisson effect was compensated by stretching the
sMEA using the second pair of linear stages. In each experiment, the strain applied by the two
pairs of stages was adjusted iteratively in real time using a custom program until the target
values of εx and εy were reached within their 95% confidence interval (Figure 2d), and the
stage positions were saved. The viscosity of the Vaseline seal did not induce any delay in
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

applying the strain, which was stable <0.2 s after cessation of stage motion. The stages were
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operated at their maximal velocity (3 mm/s) and the different strains could be recalled and
reliably applied in 1-3 s.

Electrophysiological experiments

Using the interfacing PCBs, the sMEAs were connected to a previously described custom
stimulation and recording system.55 Prior to the experiments, the culture medium was
replaced with Hanks’ balanced salt solution (Sigma-Aldrich). Using the stimulation dipoles,
the cultured strands were paced at one extremity using biphasic voltage pulses at 1.5-2x
diastolic threshold (0.8-2 V, 1-2 ms duration) at a cycle length of 300-1000 ms, which was
adjusted to be short enough to overdrive any spontaneous activity but long enough to
minimize any effects of action potential restitution behaviour. As ground electrode, a 0.3 mm
thick gold wire, forge-hammered to increase its surface and bent into a loop was immersed
into the medium (Figure 2c and 2d). Unipolar extracellular electrograms from the recording
electrodes were amplified (gain: 1000x; bandwidth: 0.1-3 kHz), digitized (12 bit) and sampled
at 10 kHz. The entire system was enclosed in a polystyrene box covered with aluminium foil
and warmed to 37 °C with humidified air using a precision heater (The Cube, Life Imaging
Services, Basel, Switzerland). The temperature probe was positioned in the immediate
vicinity of the culture chamber. Target temperature was reached in ~20 min and experiments
were started after an additional 20 min equilibration period.
After ≥2 min of continuous pacing permitting conduction to accommodate, 5% orthodromic
uniaxial strain (εx=0.05 and εy=0) was applied and maintained for a predefined duration, after
which the sMEA was released to its undeformed state while pacing was continued for ≥1 min.
The same procedure was then repeated with 5% paradromic strain (εx=0 and εy=0.05). This
protocol was then repeated for larger uniaxial strains (8% and 10%). However, at these strain
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

levels, the integrity of some recording leads was often lost. If >3 channels were lost, these
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measurements were disregarded since the accurate determination of conduction velocity was
precluded. Thus, only a subset of preparations was subjected to strains of 8% and/or 10%. To
permit the unbiased analysis of the time course of conduction velocity (θ) before, during and
after a given strain, the same subset of electrodes was used to determine θ.

Determination of conduction velocity

Classically, θ is determined by identifying the activation time (AT) at each electrode
(typically, the occurrence of the minimum of the electrogram derivative), by performing a
linear regression of AT vs. distance x, and by obtaining θ as the inverse of the slope.55 This
approach however suffers from inaccuracies in the determination of ATs and from their
round-off to the next integer multiple of the sampling period (if the signals are not
interpolated). As a more reliable method, we computed, as previously described,56,57 the
conduction delays between all possible pairs of electrodes by finding the interpolated time of
the negative-to-positive zero crossing of the Hilbert transform of the autocorrelation function
of the corresponding signals. A linear function of time a(x)=x/θ+k was then fit to minimize
the sum of the squared differences between the measured and fitted conduction delays. We
note that this approach does not permit to compute the ATs directly, since the equation system
is undetermined for k. However, k is a constant time offset determined only by the arbitrary
choice of the reference time t=0 and is not needed for the calculation of θ.
We used the reference positions of the electrodes in the undeformed sMEA to calculate θ.
Thus, θ was determined in material (Lagrangian) coordinates (θmat), since the cells attached to
a given electrode move jointly with it. This differs from experiments in which θ is determined
using optical mapping with a rigid light-sensing device,13,19 in which individual
photodetectors register the fluorescence of a different group of cells upon stretch. In the latter
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

approach, θ is represented in the spatial (Eulerian) coordinates of the observer (θspat). Unless
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specified otherwise, θ is given in material coordinates. However, because the strain was
uniaxial with its principal axis parallel/perpendicular to the row of electrodes and the direction
of propagation, θspat can be obtained from θmat as θspat = (1+ε)∙θmat for orthodromic strain and
θspat = θmat for paradromic strain.

Statistics

All analyses and computations were conducted using MATLAB. Normality of data
distributions was ascertained using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Since every preparation was
subjected to orthodromic and paradromic strain, the differences between the effects induced
by orthodromic vs. paradromic strain (of the same magnitude) were ascertained using twosample paired Student t-tests for each group of cell strands from a given species (mouse, rat)
and under a given experimental intervention (stretch, release). Similarly, differences between
effects induced at stretch vs. at release were ascertained using two-sample paired Student ttests for each group of cell strands from a given species (mouse, rat) and for a given stretch
axis (orthodromic, paradromic). To ascertain differences between species, unpaired Student ttests were used to compare data grouped by strain axis and experimental intervention.
Differences from 0 in individual groups categorized by species, experimental intervention and
axis of strain were ascertained using one-sample Student t-tests. All tests were two-tailed.

Theoretical analysis of the effects of strain on conduction velocity

To permit an appropriate interpretation of the experimental results, it is essential to conduct a
theoretical analysis predicting the effects of uniaxial strain. θ depends on membrane
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

properties (ion currents and capacitance) and on the resistive properties of the tissue (gap
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junctions, myoplasm). Using material coordinates, we start by formulating the effects of
stretch on θ as

(Eq. 2)

with λ being the stretch factor (

; λ=1 for undeformed tissue) and

being the

reference θ in undeformed tissue. The function q(λ), with q(1)=1, represents the specific effect
of the changes in tissue resistance and is defined and studied below in terms of cable theory.
The function m(λ), with m(1)=1, represents the specific effect of all other factors except tissue
resistance, i.e., the effects of stretch-induced changes of membrane properties (ion currents
and capacitance) on θ. Eq. 2 implicitly defines the function m(λ) as m

. This

approach permits the decomposition of θ(λ) as a product of a first component, q(λ), depending
on tissue resistance only, and a second component, m(λ), depending on all other factors
except tissue resistance.
From cable theory, it is well known that θ is related to axial tissue resistance (R, resistance in
the direction of propagation) by an inverse square root law θ~R–1/2.2,30,31 This inverse square
root proportionality relationship is applicable when the space constant of the tissue and the
spatial extent of the action potential upstroke are much larger than the size of a cell, such that
the tissue can be considered homogeneous at a macroscopic scale. This is the case for rapid
propagation in well coupled tissue, as in our experiments. The function q(λ) can therefore be
formulated as

–
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(Eq. 3)

with

being the axial resistance of the undeformed tissue (

). For uniaxial strain, the
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functions q(λ) and R(λ) also depend on the orientation of the principal strain axis relative to
impulse propagation (orthodromic vs. paradromic).
Because the cardiomyocyte cultures were seeded randomly on an isotropic substrate and
formed strands that were considerably wider than cell size, the preparations were isotropic
with no preferential orientation of the cells (Figure 2b). For isotropic tissue, m(λ) does not
depend on the orientation of the principal strain axis but only on the value of λ, in contrast to
q(λ).
The effective tissue resistance is the sum of myoplasmic, junctional and extracellular
resistances, which are in series. Let
in undeformed tissue, with

,

and

denote the corresponding resistances
. Because monolayer cardiomyocyte

cultures are surrounded by an extensive medium solution, we assumed in the following
that

. This assumption is justified by the fact that extracellular potentials

recorded from such preparations have an amplitude in the millivolt range, considerably
smaller than the amplitude of the AP.58 Therefore, we assumed that

is negligible and that

.

To determine R(λ), we consider now the dependence of myoplasmic and gap junctional
resistance on λ for orthodromic strain (Rmyo,ortho(λ) and Rgap,ortho(λ)) and paradromic strain
(Rmyo,para (λ) and Rgap,para(λ)).
During orthodromic strain, the tissue is elongated by a factor λ in the direction of propagation,
whereas, assuming volume incompressibility, the cross section is decreased λ-fold (in the
strict sense, in 3 dimensions, the tissue is compressed λ-fold in the z-direction). Because
resistance is proportional to length and inversely proportional to cross-section, Rmyo,ortho scales
quadratically as

(assuming that myoplasmic resistivity is not

affected). In contrast, during paradromic strain, the cells are not elongated in the direction of
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propagation and the cross section does not change (incompressibility). Thus,
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.
The effects of stretch on gap junctional resistance can be formulated using another modulating
function g(λ) as

, with

. Because of the same considerations as

for m(λ) based on tissue isotropy, g(λ) depends only on λ but not on the orientation of the
principal axis of uniaxial strain. Assuming that the number and the biophysical properties of
gap junctional channels do not change with strain, then g(λ)=1, because, in material
coordinates, a given tissue region always consists of the same cells/channels upon
deformation.
It is convenient to introduce fmyo and fgap as constants describing the relative contribution of
myoplasmic and gap junctional resistance to total resistance in the undeformed tissue as

,

(Eq. 4)

with fmyo+fgap=1. For the two types of uniaxial strain, the following dependencies of R on λ
can now be formulated as

(Eq. 5)
(Eq. 6)

and, dividing by Eq. 4, taking the inverse square root and using Eq. 3, the functions q(λ) are

–

–

–

–
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(Eq. 7)

(Eq. 8)
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To evaluate how θ varies with λ for small strains, we differentiate
(Eq. 2) in respect to λ and evaluate the derivative at λ=1. For both types of uniaxial strain, we
obtain

,

and, at λ=1,

Let

, i.e.,

.

(Eq. 9)

be the first summand on the right hand side. Although this term is not

known a priori, it describes the specific effect of the changes in membrane properties on θ
near λ=1, which, due to isotropy, does not depend on the orientation of the principal axis of
uniaxial strain. This contrasts with the second summand which differs for orthodromic and
paradromic strain and is explicitly obtained from Eqs. 7 and 8 as

–

–

and, when evaluated at λ=1,
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

(Eq. 10)

(Eq. 11)
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(Eq. 12)

Let

.

(Eq. 13)

. Similarly to M, G describes the specific effect of changes in gap

junctional resistance on θ near λ=1, which, due to isotropy, also does not depend on the
orientation of the principal axis of uniaxial strain. Substituting Eqs. 12 and 13 into Eq. 9 and
using

and fmyo+fgap=1, we finally obtain

(Eq. 14)

and

.

(Eq. 15)

Practically, we can apply these equations for small strains (ε<<1) as

(Eq. 16)

and

,
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(Eq. 17)

under the assumption that m(λ) and g(λ) are almost linear for λ between 1 and 1+ε such that
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M and G can be considered constant for small ε. These equations describe the relative
conduction velocity change normalized by strain, in the orthodromic (Northo) and paradromic
(Npara) situations.
It can be noted that if both M and G are 0 (i.e., if strain does not affect membrane currents,
capacitance or gap junctional resistance), paradromic strain exerts no effect on θ (Npara=0)
while the effect of orthodromic strain is solely described by Npara = –fmyo. If G=0 but M≠0,
paradromic strain reflects solely the effects of changed membrane currents and/or capacitance
(Npara=M). Moreover, irrespective of M and G, the difference Npara – Northo is always fmyo and
becomes small when fmyo<<1. Thus, Npara – Northo is only determined by fmyo and thus
separates the effects of myoplasmic resistance on θ from other effects.
Based on these considerations, we therefore analysed the experimentally measured effects of
uniaxial strain on θ by using material coordinates and by calculating Northo and Npara according
to Eqs. 16 and 17, as well as the difference Npara – Northo.
It can nevertheless be noted that if true spatial (observer) coordinates are used to measure θ,
Northo can be converted between both coordinate systems as

(Eq. 18)

while Npara is not changed. This means that during orthodromic strain, conduction can be
slowed in material coordinates (Northo,material<0) but accelerated in observer coordinates
(Northo,spatial>0), if –1<Northo,material<0.
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Legends to figures

Figure 1. Design of stretchable microelectrode arrays (sMEAs).
(a) Schematic showing the general sMEA layout (light red), the gold film electrodes,
interconnects, and contact pads (black) and the encapsulated central area of the array
(transparent grey square). The markers for strain quantification (7x8 array of dots) are visible
in the inset. (b) Scanning electron micrograph of the microstructured gold film evaporated on
the PDMS. (c) Photograph of a complete sMEA illuminated from the side.

Figure 2. Patterned cardiac cell strands, stretching system and imaging of strain.
(a) Schematic (left) and photograph (right) of the central area of a sMEA with two 600 µm
wide cardiac cell strands (light red) oriented along the x-axis. For the photograph, the medium
and the culture cylinder were removed, and the preparation was dried with warm air to render
it visible. (b) Phase contrast photomicrograph of a cardiac cell strand passing over a recording
electrode (note the perforated hole in the encapsulation layer) and two neighbouring markers.
(c): sMEA system with its culture chamber mounted on the motorized stages and interfaced
with PCB connectors. (d) Image of an sMEA in its reference unstrained state (top left), upon
10% uniaxial strain with principal axis oriented in the x-direction (orthodromic, right) or the
y-direction (paradromic, bottom). The coloured circles identify the detected markers. The
cardiac cell strands are not visible in the presence of medium. Note the culture cylinder and
the ground (circular wire). Bottom right: Overlay of the marker positions (yellow: reference;
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magenta: orthodromic; cyan: paradromic). The arrows illustrate the corresponding strain
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tensors.

Figure 3. Immediate and progressive changes of conduction velocity θ upon application
and release of uniaxial strain.
(a) Extracellular electrograms recorded from a strand of foetal murine cardiomyocytes during
continuous pacing (cycle duration: 400 ms) in the reference unstretched state (left) and 4
seconds later, after the application of 10% orthodromic strain (middle). The right panel shows
the corresponding activation profiles (θ in the unstretched strand: 27.73 cm/s; θ upon strain:
26.26 cm/s). (b) Time course of θ in a paced strand (cycle duration: 800 ms) before, during
and after three 10-second stretches applied every 2 min (left), one 1-min long stretch
(middle), and one 5-min long stretch (right). The periods during which stretch was applied
(5% orthodromic strain) are highlighted by a grey background. (c) Time course of θ in a
paced strand (cycle length: 400 ms) before, during and after the application of 5%, 8% and
10% orthodromic strain (top) and paradromic strain (bottom) for 1 min (grey background).
The insets illustrate the time course of θ just before, during, and just after the operation of the
linear stages (each inset lasts 8 sec). θ was fitted with exponential functions (dark red) before
and during stretch as well as after release (excluding the time during which the stages were
operating). The green arrows denote the absolute change of θ.
Figure 4. Immediate change of conduction velocity upon application and release of
uniaxial strain.
(a) Normalized θ upon stretch (left panels) and release (right panels) for uniaxial orthodromic
(top panels) and paradromic strain (bottom panels) of increasing magnitude. (b) Relative
change of θ in the material reference frame vs. strain magnitude, for orthodromic/paradromic
strain and for stretch/release. Data were fitted with linear functions. (c) Same analysis as in
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

(b) after converting θ from the material to the spatial reference frame based on the measured
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strains. In (b) and (c), x-error bars denote 95% confidence intervals based on the fits to Eq. 1
and y-error bars denote means ± two standard deviations.

Figure 5. Immediate effects of uniaxial strain on conduction velocity θ.
(a) Relative change of θ normalized by the magnitude of uniaxial orthodromic and paradromic
strain (Northo and Npara) upon stretch (left) and release (right), for cultured strands of foetal
mouse and neonatal rat cardiomyocytes. (b) Difference between Npara and Northo as estimate of
fmyo, the relative contribution of myoplasmic resistance to total axial resistance. Error bars
denote mean ± standard deviation. Oblique lines connect measurements from the same
preparation. ‡ indicates p<0.001 (two-tailed paired Student’s t-test).

Figure 6. Progressive slowing and acceleration of conduction upon stretch and release.
Change in the slope of the exponential fits of normalized θ vs. time (in %/min) upon stretch
(left) and release (right), for orthodromic and paradromic strain and for strands of foetal
mouse and neonatal rat cardiomyocytes. Error bars denote mean ± standard deviation.
Oblique lines connect measurements from the same preparation. * indicates p<0.05 vs. 0
(one-sample two tailed Student t-test).
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Figure 1. Design of stretchable microelectrode arrays (sMEAs).
(a) Schematic showing the general sMEA layout (light red), the gold film electrodes,
interconnects, and contact pads (black) and the encapsulated central area of the array
(transparent grey square). The markers for strain quantification (7x8 array of dots) are visible
in the inset. (b) Scanning electron micrograph of the microstructured gold film evaporated on
the PDMS. (c) Photograph of a complete sMEA illuminated from the side.
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Figure 2. Patterned cardiac cell strands, stretching system and imaging of strain.
(a) Schematic (left) and photograph (right) of the central area of a sMEA with two 600 µm
wide cardiac cell strands (light red) oriented along the x-axis. For the photograph, the medium
and the culture cylinder were removed, and the preparation was dried with warm air to render
it visible. (b) Phase contrast photomicrograph of a cardiac cell strand passing over a recording
electrode (note the perforated hole in the encapsulation layer) and two neighbouring markers.
(c) sMEA system with its culture chamber mounted on the motorized stages and interfaced
with PCB connectors. (d) Image of an sMEA in its reference unstrained state (top left), upon
10% uniaxial strain with principal axis oriented in the x-direction (orthodromic, right) or the
y-direction (paradromic, bottom). The coloured circles identify the detected markers. The
cardiac cell strands are not visible in the presence of medium. Note the culture cylinder and
the ground (circular wire). Bottom right: Overlay of the marker positions (yellow: reference;
magenta: orthodromic; cyan: paradromic). The arrows illustrate the corresponding strain
tensors.
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Figure 3. Immediate and progressive changes of conduction velocity θ upon application
and release of uniaxial strain.
(a) Extracellular electrograms recorded from a strand of foetal murine cardiomyocytes during
continuous pacing (cycle duration: 400 ms) in the reference unstretched state (left) and 4
seconds later, after the application of 10% orthodromic strain (middle). The right panel shows
the corresponding activation profiles (θ in the unstretched strand: 27.73 cm/s; θ upon strain:
26.26 cm/s). (b) Time course of θ in a paced strand (cycle duration: 800 ms) before, during
and after three 10-second stretches applied every 2 min (left), one 1-min long stretch
(middle), and one 5-min long stretch (right). The periods during which stretch was applied
(5% orthodromic strain) are highlighted by a grey background. (c) Time course of θ in a
paced strand (cycle length: 400 ms) before, during and after the application of 5%, 8% and
10% orthodromic strain (top) and paradromic strain (bottom) for 1 min (grey background).
The insets illustrate the time course of θ just before, during, and just after the operation of the
linear stages (each inset lasts 8 sec). θ was fitted with exponential functions (dark red) before
and during stretch as well as after release (excluding the time during which the stages were
operating). The green arrows denote the absolute change of θ.
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Figure 4. Immediate change of conduction velocity upon application and release of
uniaxial strain.
(a) Normalized θ upon stretch (left panels) and release (right panels) for uniaxial orthodromic
(top panels) and paradromic strain (bottom panels) of increasing magnitude. (b) Relative
change of θ in the material reference frame vs. strain magnitude, for orthodromic/paradromic
strain and for stretch/release. Data were fitted with linear functions. (c) Same analysis as in
(b) after converting θ from the material to the spatial reference frame based on the measured
strains. In (b) and (c), x-error bars denote 95% confidence intervals based on the fits to Eq. 1
and y-error bars denote means ± two standard deviations.
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Figure 5. Immediate effects of uniaxial strain on conduction velocity θ.
(a) Relative change of θ normalized by the magnitude of uniaxial orthodromic and paradromic
strain (Northo and Npara) upon stretch (left) and release (right), for cultured strands of foetal
mouse and neonatal rat cardiomyocytes. (b) Difference between Npara and Northo as estimate of
fmyo, the relative contribution of myoplasmic resistance to total axial resistance. Error bars
denote mean ± standard deviation. Oblique lines connect measurements from the same
preparation. ‡ indicates p<0.001 (two-tailed paired Student’s t-test).
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Figure 6. Progressive slowing and acceleration of conduction upon stretch and release.
Change in the slope of the exponential fits of normalized θ vs. time (in %/min) upon stretch
(left) and release (right), for orthodromic and paradromic strain and for strands of foetal
mouse and neonatal rat cardiomyocytes. Error bars denote mean ± standard deviation.
Oblique lines connect measurements from the same preparation. * indicates p<0.05 vs. 0
(one-sample two tailed Student t-test).
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Physiological relevance

In the heart, the velocity of action potential propagation is an important electrophysiological
parameter. Slow conduction is crucial in the generation of potentially life-threatening heart
rhythm disturbances. Conduction velocity is determined by numerous factors, including the
function of ion channels, the resistances of the myoplasm, the gap junctions and the
extracellular space and the electrical capacitance of the membrane. These properties can be
influenced by changes in the shape of cardiac muscle, e.g., by stretch. Thus, deformation of
the myocardium exerts a feedback on its electrical properties, called mechano-electrical
feedback. Using recent technologies, we developed stretchable microelectrode arrays on
which we cultured strands of cardiac cells. These arrays were mounted in a setup permitting
to apply to these preparations controlled uniaxial stretches with a principal axis oriented in the
direction of propagation or perpendicular to it. We found that uniaxial stretch with a principal
axis oriented in the direction of action potential propagation slows propagation more than
when this axis is oriented in the perpendicular direction. Based on cable theory, this stronger
effect is due to an increase of myoplasmic resistance. Thus, not only the magnitude of cardiac
tissue deformation, but also the orientation of the principal axes of this deformation relative to
propagation is determinant in the generation of slow conduction and, in the diseased heart, of
arrhythmias. Our findings are important for a comprehensive understanding of mechanoelectrical feedback, and we believe that the mechanisms that we report should be incorporated
into modern computational models of the contracting heart, which can be tailored to
individual patients and thus bear promise for personalized medicine.
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